Learn how to travel the world — even make
money along the way!
It seems that there a few universal human truths:
we all want to fall in love, to be happy, and to
travel the world.Travel is right at the top of nearly
everyone’s bucket list. It’s just one of the things
that we want to do as human beings. Outside of
just scratching that itch to travel the world, there
are tons of benefits to travel as well that you may
not be aware of. That’s right - travel is connected
to numerous health benefits and greater life
satisfaction, but you would never know because
you’re so enthralled by travel itself and living in the
moment.
For many people, to travel the world is thought to
be an unattainable dream. It is not something you
can have right now in your prime years while
you’re still young (but for those of you who are a
little older, remember it’s never too late to travel
the world and there are still tons of relevant
resources). The only time you think you can travel
is when you are older, after you’ve retired with
hundreds of thousands in the bank. Or, perhaps
after saving up and cutting costs while working
your nine to five job, just to take a week off to
travel the world and return back to the
monotonous working life.

My goal in writing this eBook is to debunk the myths that you must wait until you're retired, older
or rich to travel the world.
Although I am just 21 years old, I broke free from the conventional thought process and said to myself,
‘screw going straight into school, screw working in my little ol’ town; I am going to go off and experience
the world.’ Through travel, I have packed more life and experience into my years than many 80-year-olds
have just by exploring uncharted territory, taking risks, and actually pursuing what I love doing.
Travel has really become my area of expertise. I have received dozens, if not hundreds, of messages
from friends, acquaintances and complete strangers that have asked me how I am able to travel so much,
and so this eBook was born!
The methods of traveling the world for free or while making money I uncover in this eBook are incredibly
useful. Each one of them is legitimate and has been tried and tested. In this eBook, I will cover all the
ways you can travel with free room and board, or even make money as you travel.
How Can You Travel the World Affordably (Or Even Make Money)?
●
●
●
●
●

Teaching English Abroad. One of the most common ways to travel. I provide you the inside
scoop on how to teach English as well as resources to teach online.
Freelancing Online. While it may be intimidating at first to leave the stability of your job,
becoming your own boss allows you to work from anywhere in the world.
Crowdfunding. Often overlooked, crowdfunding is a great way to tap into some funds from
people who love and support you.
Volunteer Exchanges. Stay with hosts all around the world as you teach them your
language, share your culture, work on home projects or man the front desk.
And more! From typical methods of travel to more obscure ways, this eBook provides you
with insider information on how you can travel the world affordably.

While many bloggers and authors often write about things that they have not experienced themselves,
this eBook is full of anecdotal experiences that are as specific as possible so that you feel comfortable
making the leap and getting out there in the world. Select the options that work best for you and start your
travels. Journey on!
Download this eBook NOW for the most in-depth, comprehensive information on how to travel the
world.

Bamboo Wood Print Men's
Sunglasses UV400
Protect your eyes from the sun this summer in
style. We all know how important sunglasses
can be: they prevent damage from excess sun
rays, protect particles from flying in our eyes
when working, make seeing the road easier
when driving on sunny days, and help us pull off
looking decent after nights we've stayed out all
night. These sunglasses do it all; they're
versatile and are sure to be your favorite pair.
What are

you waiting for? Choose from one of the 15
styles to add to cart!

realistic looking wood print that's sure to fool just
about everyone.

Perfect for the Outdoors, Hiking, Camping
and More. These sunglasses are your new best
friend. Form activities outdoors, to water sports
to construction product, these glasses do it all.
All while looking great and adding a touch of
style and swag to your look.

We try to make life as Dolce as possible by
finding and selecting the best fo the best.
Choose any model of these sunglasses to look
your best this summer. These glasses are very
neutral and compliment almost every type of
face shape, from rectangular, to square to
round. Don't overspend on glasses; get the right
look for a reasonable price.

Stylish Wooden Design. The wood design on
these glasses is realistic and beautiful. You're
going to love it!

Click on the add to cart button for sunglasses to complete
your look!

Great, Low Price. Get the look of wood without
paying for it! These sunglasses are made of

Scratch Off Traveler's Poster — World Map Wall Hanging Perfect for Dorm,
Hotel or Studio
The Must Have Wall Art Poster For World Travelers. Check Out This Super-cool World Map! If you are
serious about world traveling and want to show off all the places you've gone to, then look no further than
this scratch off the world map. The gold exterior scratches right off with a coin, like a scratch ticket,
making it easy to scratch off all of the countries you've visited. This makes a great piece to hang on the
wall as wall art for yourself or as a gift for others.
Keep track of all of those countries you've visited. It
can be a bit difficult to recall all of the countries you've
been to if you're a seasoned traveler. Now you can
display your trips as a trophy right on your wall.
Be inspired. Even if you have only been to a couple
different countries, having a world map right on your wall
serves as a great reminder and motivator to get out
there and explore.
Decorate your home. Add some vintage or shabby chic
style to your home. You can never go wrong with a
scratch off wall map.

Excellent gift idea. If you're looking to give a unique, one of a kind gift that's sure to please just about
everyone, look no further than this super cool scratch off world map.
Add this scratch off map to the cart now. Keep track of your travels and motivate yourself to keep
traveling the world until all countries are in the underlying color. Get this as a gift for yourself or for others.
Be sure to scratch off the countries as you scratch that itch to travel!

Wireless Headphones 4.2 Bluetooth Stereo Headset — Great for Sports, Travel,
Regular Use and More!
Take your headphones to the next level with these new connectionless headphones. That's right;
there's no need to connect these earphones to your mobile device, iPod or smartphone. Harness the
power of Bluetooth technology and conveniently listen to your favorite music without your headphones
getting tangled up. Now, no more worrying about the evil 'pocket fairies' entangling your headphone cords
when you leave them in your pocket; with this new, modern, advanced headphone set, it rests right on
your neck.
Ultra Comfortable Fit. You won't even know your
earphones are there. No more worries about tangled up
cords and misplaced earphones again.
Convenient Carry Case. Great for travel and taking your
earphones on the go. Store them in the convenient case in
your pocket, backpack or purse.
Noise Cancelling Headphone Technology. Cancel out the
world and blast your favorite tunes. These headphones
come with different pieces for you to select the right, most
comfortable noise canceling fit.
Microphone and Volume Control. All controlled with a
touch of a button. Control the volume right from your
headphones; no more digging in your pockets to lower or
raise the volume. Easily talk with friends, take a business
call and more with the built-in microphone in these premium
headphones.
Bluetooth Power. No cords required to connect to your
device. Simply turn on Bluetooth and select the connection
for these headphones and get ready to rock.

USB Charging Cord Included. We've got all of the bases covered with this set. Enjoy the complimentary
charging micro USB cord to charge these headphones up for hours and hours of playback time.
Ergonomic Sports Fit Ear Clips. Whether you're sprinting a mile or simply want a more secure fit, these
attachable sport fit clips work wonders for your ears.
Time to kiss your old school style headphones goodbye and upgrade to the future with these Bluetooth,
Wireless earphones. Not only do you get the earphones themselves, but also accompanying noise
canceling inserts, carrying case and a charging cable.
Add this incredibly valuable bundle to your cart and live Dolce.

Skull Head Belt Buckle —
Pirate Belt Style —
Dangerously Cool Belt with High
Quality Canvas
You may be bad, but are you
bad to the bone?
You’re bad to the bone and you know it
— show off how bad you are with this
skull head belt buckle. Whether you wear
this skull belt buckle on a daily basis to
show your kick-ass nature, or use the
pirate belt style skull to complete your
look for a night on the town, you know
you are going to be the most bad-ass
looking guy out there.

●

Casual and Versatile. Wear this skull head belt buckle on almost any occasion. Add the
perfect amount of “rebel” or “bad boy” to a plain, simple outfit or complement a leather
jacket or other skull attire, too.

●

Detailed, Bad to the Bone Design. Everything a true bad boy wants: a retro skull with
gritted teeth; navigation symbol in the background, making it pirate-like; and you can
warn everyone of how dangerous you are with “Danger” lining the side.

●

High Quality, Multi Colored Canvas. Tons of cool, masculine colors available. From
earthy brown and grays to camouflage. Pick out your favorite, or get all of them!

●

Comfortable and Adjustable. Fasten the correct length of the belt in place with the easy
to use belt buckle head. Completely adjustable your size.

●

Perfect for Manly Men, Military and Outdoorsy Types. If any of these words describe
you, you need to add this skull belt to your wardrobe. Or, if you’re looking for the perfect
gift for a bad boy in your life, this would be the perfect one.

Looking like a manly man is just as important as being one; be sure you’ve got the right attire — including
your belt buckle. Wear this everyday or use this belt buckle to spice up your outfit. Order this bad-ass
skull belt now… only if you’re man enough.

Classic and Stylish Silver Bracelets for Girls - Non-Tarnish Pewter ‘Slinky’ Style
Wrap Bracelet
Add some sophistication to your jewelry collection with this must-have silver slinky style wrap bracelet.
This fashionable silver bracelet slips onto the west and is fully expandable. Be a trendsetter and rock this
unique ‘slinky’ wrap around style bangle. If you’re looking for a safe bracelet choice that will match any
outfit and impress during any occasion, look no further.
●
●

●

●

Shiny, Minimalist Jewelry. This bracelet is sure to land you some compliments. Without any
color or over-the-top design, the beauty of the bracelet and craftsmanship grabs the attention.
Celebrate the Women in Your Life. Whether you’re looking for Mother’s day jewelry, girlfriend
jewelry, jewelry for your daughter or any other girl in your life, her eyes are sure to light up when
she sees the beauty of this bracelet.
Tarnish-free, High Quality Silver-Plated Pewter. Don’t fuss over cleaning tarnished precious
metals again! This scroll patterned, black beaded bracelet won’t wear down on you - it’s
something that will shine for years to come.
Made With Pride in the USA. Your purchase supports a small business here in America.

Wear jewelry that’s just as comfortable as it is beautiful by ordering this slinky style silver-plated pewter
bracelet. Be sure to add this intricate, handmade jewelry piece made in the US to your cart now.

“Pearl of the Sea” Sea Life Bangle Designer, Handmade, Silver Plated
‘Slinky’ Style Wrap Bracelet

This sea life inspired bracelet is for those who
prefer life by the ocean; for those who seem to
live in the water. Whether you have a friend,
sister, girlfriend, mother or daughter (or, even
yourself!) who’s glued to the ocean shores and
fascinated by aquatic life, this handmade
designer piece of jewelry captures a bit of their
aquatic passions and brings it to life.
From Shells and Turtles, to Starfish and
Small Fish. Capture the essence of the
Mediterranean or Hawaii with these sea
creatures found in the ocean. Choose your
favorite sea creature, or buy the entire
sea-themed set!
Tarnish-free, Premium Quality Silver-Plated
Pewter. These bracelet wraps won’t tarnish on
you. Add these ocean themed bracelets to cart if
you’re looking for something that still looks
brand new years from now.
Comfortably And Stylishly Wraps Around the
Wrist. Just like a slinky, these expandable
bracelets fit around the wrist comfortably and
look beautiful, too.
Made With Pride in the USA. Hand crafted
American quality jewelry.
Whether a gift for somebody else or a personal
indulgence, these bangle bracelets for girls are
the right touch of class and “bling”, without being
over the top. Best of all, they’re infused with

ocean-themed element sprinkled on top. Order
this bracelet, designed with sea life and ocean
lovers in mind now!

Chic Hand Designed Expandable
Bracelet with Ebony Black Glass
Accent Beads - Silver Plated ‘Slinky’
Style Wrap Bracelet
Sometimes the most beautiful pieces of jewelry
for girls are the simplest ones. Bracelets that are
elegant and minimalist in design make the best,
everyday bracelets to sport around your wrist.
This handmade in the USA slinky- style bracelet
was designed for girls who want a chic piece of
jewelry that matches every type and color of
clothing - from prom dresses, to casual wear to
evening gowns and more!
Chic, Sophisticated and Neutral. This
wrapped, expandable bracelet is simply
timeless. The perfect touch for women of all
ages and all styles. If you’re looking for a gift for
your girlfriend, mother, wife or any other gift for
girls, this is the perfect option.
Tarnish-free, High Quality Silver-Plated
Pewter. Don’t fuss over cleaning tarnished
precious metals again! This scroll patterned,
black beaded bracelet won’t wear down on you it’s something that will shine for years to come.
Comfortably And Stylishly Wraps Around the
Wrist. Just like a slinky, these expandable
bracelets fit around the wrist comfortably and
look beautiful, too.
Made With Pride in the USA. Hand crafted
American quality jewelry.
This best-selling, versatile bracelet is a great
option for somebody who wants her bracelets to
match the rest of her outfit - no matter what
she’s wearing that day. Order this script
patterned bangle wrap bracelet now!

Adult Coloring Book “High On Heels” Featuring 20+ Trendy, High Fashion
Designer Shoe Brands
Unleash your creative side (with a dash of fabulous) with this new adult coloring book by Da Vinci. Adult
coloring books have been the craze recently, and for good reason: they’re fun, reduce stress and exercise
the creative side of the brain. Ditch the trees and scenic landscapes and go for something more edgy and
glamorous: designer shoes!
●

●
●
●

Over 20 Brands, 40+ Shoe Styles. We’ve covered all the bases: from Louboutin, to Balmain,
Alexander Mcqueen, Giuseppe, Gucci and many more. Pick out your favorites and discover new
styles with this coloring book.
Stress-Relieving Effects. Coloring books are so effective because they force you to live in the
moment and focus on coloring. Unwind and release your inner fashionista.
Whopping 140 Pages. We don’t skimp out on you with this book - we have including 140 pages
for long-lasting coloring fun.
BONUS: Design Your Own Shoes. After being inspired by all of the designs, we’ve left it to you
to try your hand at drawing your own designer shoes at the end of the book.

There has never been a more fashionable, fierce and creative coloring book on the market. Get your
hands on “High On Heels” now and indulge in the full of effects of coloring in your favorite stilettos.

Samsung Galaxy SX Screen Protector - Premium Tempered Glass with
Anti-Scratch Technology
It’s all fun and games - until you drop your Samsung Galaxy SX. Don’t run the risk of cracking your skin
and scraping up your fingers as you swipe your busted phone. Instead, opt for a screen protector
specifically designed for the Samsung Galaxy SX to keep your phone safe and sound.
●
●
●

Ergonomic Design for the Samsung Galaxy SX. Snug fit for this model of your Samsung
Galaxy phone - you won’t even know or feel this screen protector for Galaxy SX is there.
Anti-Scratch Technology. Prevent minor nicks and bumps from leaving permanent blemishes
on your phone.
Premium Tempered Glass. This tempered glass makes navigating your phone a breeze while
giving you an extra layer of virtually unbreakable protection.

Make sure your phone is backed up and has an extra line of security - this tempered glass screen cover
will give you peace of mind when handling your phone. Add to cart now to ensure your Samsung Galaxy
SX has maximum protection.

Heart Shaped Key Locket - Encircled with Crystals - Able to Add Charms and
Matching Necklace Chain
The key to a woman’s heart? A heart shaped key (PLUS tons of charms to bling it up!). Forget about
chocolates, food and shoes! One of the best gifts you can get your girlfriend, friend, mom, daughter or
even yourself is: jewelery. But, not just jewelry. Customizable jewelry that fits her unique, fun personality.
●
●
●

Gorgeous, High Quality Key Heart Design. You’ll be dazzled by how cute this necklace
pendant is when you see it in person.
Great for Valentines day, Wedding, Promise Necklace, etc. No matter the occasion, this
necklace key pendant is sure to blow your expectations away.
Add One of 50+ Charms. Slip on one of the 50+ charms according to your hobbies, passions
and more. Show off your personality and change up your style according to the season or simply
how you feel!

This silver key shaped necklace with a heart accent is simply the cutest, most personalized gift you can
find. Buy this symbolic key to your favorite girl’s heart and she’s sure to give you her real one!

4000mAh slimline Marvel Comics Hulk Portable Universal External Power Bank
Power up your phone with a portable battery charger that’s as strong as the hulk! This battery charger not
only looks cool with it’s Incredible Hulk, classic comic strip design, but it also charges up your phone on
the go completely (with enough power to charge your phone half way up again!). Add this power bank to
your cart now for the only power bank you’ll need, with a design as super as you.
●
●
●
●

Long lasting battery. Unlike many other batteries, this one allows your phone to not only charge
completely once; but a second time half way. You get 1.5 charges!
Compatible with most smartphones. If your phone uses a micro USB charging cable, then you
can easily plug this in and get powered up on your device.
Includes charging cable. We don’t leave you hanging - now you have an extra USB charging
cable just in case.
Speedy charging time. No waiting hours and hours for your powerbank to charge; this charges
up in lightning speed.

Show off your love of Marvel comics as you charge your phone up on the go. This power bank is fully
functional and reliable and a charger, and also makes a super cool superhero themed accessory. Add this
to cart now for all of your mobile charging needs.

Star Wars 2600mAh Tube Power Bank R2D2
You’re not a true Star Wars fan until you have a Star Wars themes battery charger! Borrow a little energy
from R2D2 and get powered up. Geek out with this cool Star Wars battery charger that not only looks
cool, but provides a full charge for your phone in such a compact size.
●

●
●

Perfect gift for Star Wars lovers. Whether your children are discovering Star Wars for the first
time, your friends are still really into Star Wars or you simply love it yourself and want to get
something cool, this charger is sure to be the perfect gift for any Star Wars fan.
Compact size. This power bank is able to charge up your phone once entirely in such a small
size. Channel the power of R2D2 with this power bank.
Fast charging. No more waiting hours and hours for your power bank to charge. This one
charges up at lightning speed.

Take this portable battery charger power bank with you on the go and see all the Star Wars fans’ faces
light up when you pull this out to charge your phone. Add this to cart as a great gift for Star Wars lovers whether it’s a family member, friend, or even yourself!

Serenilite Hand Therapy Stress Ball - Optimal Stress Relief - Great for Hand
Exercises and Strengthening
Beat stress in a fun way that you can hold in your hand! With our ergonomically designed stress ball,
you’ll feel instantly at ease when you feel it in your hands. Grab your stress ball when you're feeling
uneasy in any situation. Many love pulling out their Serenilite stress ball before performances, exams and
quizzes, taking off on a flight, and more. Add this stress ball to your cart for an easy fix to stressful
situations that lasts a lifetime.
●

●

●
●

Reduces stress effortlessly. Trying to destress can be stressing itself. That’ why squeezing
something as soft and squishy as the Serenilite hand therapy stress ball can work wonders on
your stress levels and reduce anxiety.
Ultra strong, tear resistant fabric. What’s the difference between our stress balls and the others
out there? We guarantee that our stress balls fabric will never rip on you. It’s virtually
indestructible when it comes to squeezing it in your hands.
Strengthen grip and work muscles. Sitting and remaining sedentary isn’t good for your body.
Get a move on with this stress ball. Best of all, it helps reverse carpal tunnel!
Invigorate your senses. Not only is your hand at work, but your mind is at work (or, more
precisely: not at work at all, fully relaxed) being mesmerized by the relaxing various colors the
stress ball comes in.

Stress is one of the most deadly ailments of the body. It tires people out. It wears you down. It ages you.
Weakens the immune system. And many, many other negative effects on the body as a result of stress.
Fortunately, with the Serenite hand stress ball, you have a quick and easy fix to stressful situation. Buy
this Serenilite hand stress ball now for tranquility and peace of mind.

Have you unlocked your full potential on Instagram? If not, the
Instagreater Travel Edition is for you!
Instagram is the king of social media. Not everybody knows this, but Instagram has a much higher
engagement rate than any other social platform out there. In fact, your post will have 10 times higher
engagement on Instagram than Facebook on average. No wonder why Facebook bought Instagram in
2012 for 1 billion dollars.

Instagreater Travel Edition teaches you how to make a pivotal shift in your online
presence. Read this book to grow your brand awareness and sales with
Instagram.
Instagreater Travel Edition is all about making big change for those in the travel industry. Whether you’re
a full time travel blogger or writer, travel agency, professional tour guide or trip planner, traveler
influencer, or even rent out apartments on AirBNB, this eBook is loaded with information that will turn your
Instagram account into a sales making machine. Learn the ropes on these game-changing subjects:
●
●
●
●

Instagram Marketing for Travel Companies. The in’s and out’s of how to communicate with
your target market effectively.
How To Grow Your Following. Maximize your reach on instagram and target potential
customers.
Get an Inside Scoop on How Successful Companies Use Instagram. Learn from the pro’s to
make your instagram work for you.
How To Get Started Including Instagram Do’s And Dont’s. Now it’s your turn to take control of
your instagram and maximize your potential. We’ll guide you through it.

Whether you offer travel products, experiences, or services in the travel industry, Instagreater Travel
Edition will help you maximize your reach and connect with travelers across the globe. Turning your
Instagram into a lead generating, sales boosting machine is only a download away. Order this eBook now
for real results you’re looking for from Instagram.

Your Own 40 Acre Square Lot of Desert Paradise in Lovelock, Nevada
Step outside of the lights, the chaos and the crowds of the casino cities and get sense of real Nevada with
this gorgeous 40 acre lot surrounded by the Buffalo Mountain to the West and neighboring Granite
Mountain to the East. This open lot is open to many possibilities, including:
Residential Area. Build the house of your dreams on this blank slate. With snow topped mountains in

your backyard and plenty of land to enjoy, this could be the site of your future home at a bargain price.
Private Business. Take advantage of the traffic that passes by Buena Vista Valley Road and open a
convenience store, gas service station and more.

Weekend Escape. Have a little piece of land to call home when passing through Northern Nevada. Have

Reno, NV within reach at just 2 hours away and hop off I-80 for a rest. Even venture to Sacramento, just 4
hours away.
And more! The options are truly endless with this gorgeous square of land.
For just $750 down and $199/month for 60 months with no interest (that’s right: ZERO interest), this one
of a kind square of land can be yours. Take advantage of the serenity, natural beauty and seclusion this
land has to offer - give us a call today!

Spacious and Bright — 2 Bed, 2 Bath — Restaurants, Bars, Attractions Nearby
Looking for your new comfortable home in Boston? Look no further than right here on Burbank St. in the
heart of the city. You’ll be amazed at how much light enters the room through the large windows —
perfect for brightening up long winters. What’s best about this apartment is it’s location! Right in the heart
of it all with gyms, restaurants, bars, parks and other attractions right outside your door. You get all the
lure of the city without the noise as this unit is on a quieter street, perfect for families.
Other features: Hardwood Floors, High Speed Internet, Kitchenette, Laundry In Basement, Public
Transportation, Secured Entry, Updated Bath
Rent: $3000
(To move in: 1 month refundable security deposit required and 1 month non-refundable broker’s fee)
***Rent includes heat and water***
Available: 9/1/2017
Bedrooms: 2
Baths: 1
Pets: No
Call us now or email us for an appointment.

Sportishwear by 4Hunks
We’ve blurred the lines between fetishwear
and sport attire in this collection. Now you
get the best of both worlds. Forget about
taking off your regular clothes or athletic
clothes to change into your fetishwear —
we’ve combined the two, making it more
stylish and easier than ever to transition
between the two settings. Feel confident
and sexier than ever in these fetish play
clothes.

Empower!
Here at 4-Hunks, our message has always been one of empowerment. No matter who you are, what you
do, how you live, who you love, or how you play, we want you to feel empowered in doing so. Live life for
yourself. Live life bold. Live life empowered. We craft more than just clothes at 4-Hunks; our fetishwear
series, especially, allows men all over the world to feel more empowered and comfortable with their
sexuality.
Whether you decide to wear this collection to compliment your athletic gear you wear to the gym, wear
underneath your clothes at the office, or use it to dress up for fetish events and festivals, our mission in
producing these outfits is to make you feel empowered.
Who wouldn’t feel empowered wearing 4-Hunks?

Live More — Regret Less.
Life is full of memories, fun times, bad times, mistakes and ups and downs. Life is full of life. Life is life.
One thing that shouldn’t be a part of life? Regret. Life is about living bold and being true to who you are —
not about what you haven’t done or should have done in the past. The weight of those hypothetical
questions is exhausting and toxic; live in the moment.
4-Hunks is all about living in the moment. Realize that life’s too short not to eat the cake, drink the alcohol
and buy the sexy sportishwear! When you step into one of our bold, vivacious pieces of underwear or
fetishwear, you can’t help but feel full of life.
Live in the Moment. Live in 4-Hunks.

Kurta Wearhouse
Where Traditional Indian Attire Meets the
Modern World
Kurta Wearhouse was founded in order to connect our
customers with traditional Indian garments that are still
stylish by Western standards. As many know, India is full
of rich culture - at the core of that is our famous weddings
and ceremonies. We want to bridge the gap between the
traditional and richness of India and the rest of the world.
Step into one of our garments and fully experience what it
is to be Indian.
Our greatest pride is our commitment to our customers.
We are never happy until you are. As a guest to the Indian
culture, we want to make sure your tire is not only
appropriate for the occasion, but stunning.
Dress up for the occasion in a classy, colorful and
traditional Kurta.

Attend the Indian Wedding Ceremony in Style
First off, if you’ve been invited to an Indian wedding: congratulations! It’s sure to be an unforgettable
experience. Indian weddings are some of the most colorful experiences - almost as colorful as our wide
selection of Kurtas. You don’t have to prepare anything in advance, but you do need to have a killer outfit
for the wedding. We’ve got your back: shop our selection now.

Where High Quality Meets Low Price
Think of Kurtas as suits - only much more elaborately designed and detailed. There’s a lot of work that
goes into making a stylish Kurta. We have partnered with Indian manufacturers who provided the best of
the best - without a high price tag. Forget about paying a fortune for your Kurta here on the Kurta
Wearhouse - all of our items are priced between $99 and $329.

Hand Crafted and Custom Embroidered
Kurtas aren’t just fashion - they’re a work of art. We import all of our Kurtas straight from India from some
of the finest artisans who work each strand and every piece of fabric turn into magic. Our designs are
sure to dazzle and impress when you show up as the best man, groom, or attendee of any Indian
wedding or traditional ceremony.

We thank you for visiting our site. Take a look at our exotic Kurtas and feel the zest of India pump through
your veins. As always, feel free to contact with any questions.

Connecting Dog Owners With Tail Wagging Worthy Products
Your Dog Style was founded in order to connect pet owners with the best products out there that are
everything dog related - from home decor, to cell phone case covers and jackets for your dogs. We hand
select each of our items to provide the coolest, trendiest dog products while keeping costs low for you.
Your Dog Style carries it all to make not only your home, accessories and electronics stylish, but also
your four legged friend as well.

True Animal Lovers
The difference between Your Dog Style and other dog retail stores, either online or in person, or other pet
supply shops, is that we are true animal lovers. We all own dogs ourselves and really choose products
that they enjoy, or that we enjoy as pet owners. Everything about Your Doggystyle is geared towards our
customers who often love dogs just as much as us. But, we not only think of the humans - we think of our
dogs too, and always have gizmos, gadgets and accessories that improve your dog's quality of life.

Spoil Your Dog… and Yourself
We all love to spoil our dogs - and there’ no better place to do so than at Your Doggystyle. With so much
variety and prices that can’t be beat, it’s no wonder that Your Dog Style is fastly becoming a favorite dog
ecommerce shop for many! Show your dog(s) just how much you love them by picking something special
out for your furry friends.

We invite you to continue browsing through our catalog and message us with any questions. We take
great pride in being able to answer our customer’s questions shortly. Order some products that will set
your dog's tail in motion today.

Nirmal FAQ
Do You Have a Portfolio of Recent Work Examples?
Absolutely! Go ahead and scroll up the the section called “Our Recent Work” where you can see dozens
of our most recent work examples. You will get a feel for our style and the amount of effort and quality we
put into our work, which has left all of our clients fully satisfied! See for yourself the websites we have had
a hand in creating.
What Platforms Do You Use Outside of WordPress?
WordPress seems to be the norm in web development - it’s light and easy, and there are tons of great
plugins and programs for users to operate. However, if you’re set on a different platform we do operate in:
● Joomla
● Drupal
● Magneto
● Codeigniter PHP
Take your pick! We are fully flexible and can accommodate your needs, no matter which web service you
would like to use.
What Sets Nirmal Apart?
There are tons of other web developers online, however clients keep coming back for more from us and
we keep reaching out to new customers. Why is this? What it comes down to is our dedication to quality
and our active communication with our clients. We make it a point to treat each of our websites we
develop as our most important projects ever, and also ensure that you’re kept in the loop by answering
any of your questions promptly and keeping an open dialogue.
Do You Offer Custom Pricing Plans?
Yes! Simply press the “Contact” button right up there on the top right hand corner of the site and send us
an email or reach out to us by phone. Give us the details and the specifics of the project you have in
mind, and we will get a customized quote back to you.
What Work Outside of Standard Web Development Is Offered?
Here at Nirmal we’re not just a one trick pony - we offer several other services outside of standard web
development services. Everything from custom logo and graphic design to SE optimized web content as
well as making your site much more accessible on mobile apps.
Are Your Website's SEO Optimized?
Yes! While we can’t guarantee you will be on the first spot for every single relevant phrase you search
related to your industry, you will definitely be way up there when it comes to search engine results.

Everything from the logo designs to the layout of the website is designed in a way to get viewers to come
back for more and make reading your website an easy, pleasurable experience.
Not to mention, we also offer web content for your site that specifically caters to Google’s algorithms and
follows the general principles of SEO content. We use easy to read headlines and break content into
chunks, focusing on all the important keywords and phrases for your business to get more traffic.
What’s the Best Way to Contact You?
Go ahead and click on the “Contact Us” tab in the right hand corner - it will take you to our contact form as
well as the location of our address right on Jones street. Also, feel free to send us an e-mail directly at:
Sales@nirmal.com.au or give us a call at 02 9281 3250 and we’ll be happy to talk with you!

McKenzie Friends FAQ
With so much terminology and legal jargon out there, you may be asking yourself: what is a McKenzie
Friend? We’re here to break that down for you and explain why it is oftentimes necessary (and much
more cost effective) to pursue your legal disputes alongside expert, professional McKenzie Friends.
Here at South Cotswold Family Law, we act as McKenzie friends, but you may be wondering how exactly
we can help you and what limits we have, as well as how we differ from Solicitors and Barristers. Let’s
break down what McKenzie friends are so that you fully understand how exactly we can help you and
increase your chances of winning your case or simply help carry out a contract or will.

McKenzie Friends 101: The Basics
McKenzie Friends, often referred to as “Litigation Friends”, act as the name implies. We help you as your
“friend” with any process during the litigation process. There are some important things to note, however.
McKenzie Friends are not able to address a judge on your behalf (which is reserved for Barristers) and
cannot cross-examine your opponent. Additionally, we have less strict restrictions than those imposed on
Solicitors by the Law Society and Solicitors Regulation Authority. Because of that, we are able to work
closely alongside you as experts in the field as professional McKenzie friends without incredibly high
costs.
While it may seem like we are very limited in what we can do, in fact we can help you with the bulk of your
legal proceedings you would like to undertake. Basically, we are the for you for everything except for
representing you in the court (however, exceptions can be made for cases of domestic violence, in which
case we will fight our hardest for you).
McKenzie friends came about in the 70’s with the groundbreaking case of McKenzie vs. Mckenzie, which
changed the way cases are carried out since then in England and Wales. To give you a brief history on
how McKenzie Friends came about, according to Wikipedia: “Levine McKenzie, who was petitioning for
divorce, had been legally aided but the legal aid had been withdrawn before the case went to court.
Unable to fund legal representation, McKenzie had broken off contact with his solicitors.”
To make a long story short, since that ruling after Levine McKenzie broke ties with his solicitor, he
decided to enlist the assistance of an Australian lawyer that couldn’t practice law due to not having the
proper requirements in the United Kingdom, who sat in on the ethereal and coached him in the legal
process.

What Kinds of Services Do McKenzie Friends Provide?
McKenzie friends are able to assist you with just about everything in the legal process, minus actually
representing you in person. It differs by area of law, but here at SOuth Cotswold law, where we
specifically focus on Family Law, we generally assist you with:
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Strategic advice on your financial or child dispute.
Advise on the mediation, collaborative law, arbitration and court processes
Communicate with your ex-partner/spouse to try and reach agreement
Refer you and your opponent to a skilled family law mediator
Prepare court application where an ex-spouse will not sign the acknowledgement of service
Advise on the types of financial remedies available to unmarried people
Explain the purpose of contact centres, process servers and other agencies.
Explain the role and remit of the CAFCASS officer and the judge.
Prepare the necessary court application forms
Accompany you to court to offer moral support and advice
Prepare a letter of instruction for an expert.
Help you to draft a witness statement in accordance with court protocol.
Advise on and prepare trial bundles for use in court.

➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Research case law and prepare a skeleton argument/position statement on your behalf.
Help you to instruct a competent barrister if appropriate.
Draft consent orders, and associated court forms, in financial proceedings.
Explain the purpose of, and prepare on your behalf, a separation agreement for financial aspects.
Prepare a Will on your behalf.
Advise on and issue enforcement proceedings if appropriate.
Notice of Severance of joint tenancy for a property
Domestic violence

For a more in-depth understanding of the services I offer please visit the “My Services” section of the
website for all the important details of the services we are here to help you with. Also, as always, be sure
to contact us with any questions and reach out for the free 15 minute consultation.

How Do I Find a Qualified McKenzie Friend?
Finding the right, professional McKenzie friend may be a bit of a challenge Because McKenzie friends
simply act as advisors and do not actually represent you in the courts, they can not be held accountable
for any bad advice. Fortunately, there are tons of great McKenzie friend sout there that offer affordable
rates and can facilitate you with all for the processes you need to take up with the courts.
What it ultimately comes down to is experience and cases won. Here at South Cotswold Family Law, we
have tons of cases won and heaps of clients that have walked away fully satisfied with a ruling that has
worked in their favor. Take a look at our “Case Studies” for yourself and see just how much we have
helped our clients. We can do the same for you.

Can’t I Just Write Up a Contract Myself?
Yes, absolutely. It’s entirely up to you and in your hands. However, as your McKenzie friend, things will
bbe much more sound legally, in the proper form, and completely ready to present before the courts or
litigation without any loopholes. We really take into account any counter arguments or disputes that can
arise when mapping out our contracts by taking the time to understand the background and unique
situation of each case.
That’s why it’s highly recommended to contact a McKenzie friend. McKenzie friends are legal experts,
without the heavy costs of hiring a solicitor. We will assist you all throughout the process, providing
immaculate legal support and friendly service.

How Much Does a McKenzie Friend Cost?
Since McKenzie friends essentially act as advocates and assist you with the processes and paperwork of
law, rather than appearing before the courts, they are able to set their own rates, which differ by each
individual or firm. As a general rule of thumb, McKenzie friends are still significantly cheaper than going
through a solicitor.

For more information on our rates, which are flat “fixed fee” rates, or by the hour. Please consult the “my
fees” page on South Cotswold website here. We offer extremely affordable rates compared to standard
solicitors and may, in fact, increase your chances of winning because we actually take the time to
understand the client’s situation on an individual basis and are able to construct a strong, compelling
argument.

What Are The Pros and Cons of Using a McKenzie Friend?
As a general rule, you should always consult an expert McKenzie friend for any court proceeding.
Whether it’s simply creating a will, providing advice on whether you should go through the court or
through a mediation service, or simply to see what your options are in the area of Family Law, we will
walk you through all of your steps and weigh out the pros and cons of each. You may be deciding
whether you want to use a McKenzie friend or not. Here are some reasons why you should and some
reasons why it may not be advantageous.

➢ Pros of McKenzie Friends:
○

Cheaper alternative than using a solicitor. Solicitors can cost you several thousands of
dollars, whereas McKenzie friends are able to provide much lower prices due to looser
restrictions placed on McKenzie friends. In the end, you can save a significant amount of
money while receiving similar, or better, advice in Family Law.

○

Sound legal advice that you can’t get alone.Let’s face it: law is complicated. That;s why
McKenzie friends are there to help. McKenzie friends really break things down, and carry
out much fo the work for you. McKenzie friends have devoted significant amounts of their
time in the field of law and are experts in the field. While using a Mckenzie Friend may
require a fee, it will often yield results that can increase your chance of winning more
money than if you did it alone.

○

Simplified paperwork and court proceedings. Your life is probably complicated and
stressful enough. Leave it in our hands to carry out the work for you. This is our areas of
expertise; let us do what we know best, so you can continue to live your life without the
added stress of carrying out court proceedings.

○

Friendly, supportive service. Going through divorce, battling it out for custodial
responsibility of your children, and drawing up a will, among other things, can be
incredibly draining. That's why we will be there for you every single step of the way and
walk you through the entire process.

○

Act as a liaison between you and a former spouse or other opponent. This is incredibly
difficult for many clients. Sometimes ties have been completely severed and you no
longer wish to speak with a former spouse or partner, or another family member. Rather
than rubbing salt on the wounds and communicating with them, McKenzie friends will be
in your corner acting as the bridge between you and your partner.

➢ Cons of McKenzie Friends
○

Not free. While costs are incredibly low compared to using a solicitor, there are still some
costs. Again, this can often save you money in the long run by providing you with a
positive ruling in the courts, but there is still an upfront fee. Kindly view or affordable rates
we offer on the “My Fees” section.

○

Some restrictions on what McKenzie Friends can do. Unfortunately, McKenzie friend s
are not able to represent you in the courts. However, while we do not have the right of
assembly, we can however provide you with the best resources possible and help assess
if it’d be best for you to represent yourself or go through a barrister.

I Have a Very Specific Question That I Don’t See Covered On Here,
How Can I Contact You?
Always feel welcoemd to reach out to us at South Cotswold Family Law with any questions. Also, keep in
mind we offer a free 15 minute consultation by phone, so please give us a call and we will assess what
service we can provide you with and whether or not it would be in your interest to move forward or not
with a McKenzie friend.
T: 0123 456 7890
M: 07587 143 736

support@southcotswoldfamilylaw.co.uk

Dear Customer,
First and foremost: thank you for shopping with us at PATPET via Amazon. You recently purchased one
of our products, the PATPET Dog Training Collar, and we wanted to follow up with you to see how it’s
going. Ensuring that our customers are fully satisfied is crucial to us; that’s why we are contacting you.
We want to see how you’re liking the new Dog Training Collar (or, maybe you’re not liking it at all).
One of the differences between PATPET and other online pet accessory retailers is that we take the time
to really listen to our customers concerns and comments. But, it doesn’t just end there. We take action.
As it’s said, actions speak louder than words. So if you have any problem whatsoever we would love to
address those issues with you in whichever way is necessary.
Primarily, we would love it if you could leave a few comments for us (either via email, or preferably on
Amazon if you loved our product) regarding the following:
● The fit of the collar. Was it too snug and tight? Or too loose? How was it adjusting the collar?
● Your overall satisfaction and the quality of the product given the price point.
● The effectiveness of the three training functions. As you probably know by now, we have used
three effective training methods on the collar: the shock, vibrator, and beep. Which one seems to
be most effective for your dog?
● Has training been more productive with your dog with the collar?
● Is there anything from an aesthetic standpoint that can be changed (i.e. changing the appearance
of the collar)
● And any other comments you many have
As you're probably already aware, receiving positive feedback is crucial to a business on Amazon. The
more feedback we have, the more others are willing to buy our collar for their pets and experience the
ease of training with their animals as well. That’s why we would love it if you could take the time (roughly
a minute!) to leave qa quick review on Amazon on our behalf.
The link to our product can be found here: https://www.amazon.com/dp/B06Y2BJM4H. We would greatly
appreciate if you could touch on what you loved about our product.
Thank you so much and have a great day,
PATPET

